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WHAT?
The past few years have seen a substantial increase in the number of leaf blowers that are being used in our
communities in both residential and business areas, and many cities have taken action to legislate them due to the
air and noise pollution they create.

WHY?
•

•
•
•
•

According to the California Air Resources Board (CARB), the number of high emission small-engine equipment
(most commonly yard and garden equipment such as mowers and blowers) surpasses passenger cars in our
state! CARB will consider new standards in 2020. To learn more view their Fact Sheet here.
Using a gas leaf blower for one hour makes more emissions that driving 1,000 miles.
The commonly used machines produce significant toxic exhaust that has been linked to asthma, heart disease,
cancer and other serious ailments.
A 2017 CDC report lists gas leaf blowers as a common noise that can contribute to hearing loss.
Electric blowers have improved significantly the past few years and are capable of comparable work without
compromising production or aesthetics.

WHO?
§

Nationwide over 400 communities have passed ordinances restricting leaf blowers. Two dozen California
communities have banned gas leaf blowers (some have banned all blowers). To see the complete list, please
click here. Select your state and search for cities? Click here to see a List of California cities with bans /
restrictions

Good examples of city ordinances for your city to use as best practice examples, include:
• Palm Springs leaf blower ordinance and staff report
• City of Sonoma leaf blower ordinance
• City of Irvine blower ordinance
Other resources:
§ Ted Talk, Why noise is bad for your health
§ Atlantic article
§ DC Ban (5/10/19)

